A. Duie Pyle Warehouse Campuses Offer Rail-Siding for Intermodal Supply Chains
Ideal option for cross-country shippers who need inventory near major metropolitan areas
West Chester, PA. – March 24, 2015 – A. Duie Pyle (Pyle), the premier leader in asset and non-assetbased supply chain solutions in the Northeast, is at the forefront of warehousing and distribution
options for shippers across the U.S. with 2.2 million square feet of public and contract space. Pyle owns
and operates nine warehouse and distribution campuses located throughout the northeastern United
States, allowing shippers to regionalize their supply chain with “overnight” access to the Northeast’s 60
million consumers and major metropolitan areas such as Boston, New York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore/Washington DC and Pittsburgh/Cleveland.
One of the more unique aspects to Pyle’s warehousing capabilities is its indoor rail siding, offered at the
Parkesburg, Pennsylvania and Westfield, Massachusetts locations. With indoor rail siding, the railroad
box cars are brought directly into the warehouse for loading and unloading, allowing suppliers to ship
across the country via rail without ever introducing the shipment to rain or snow. The Westfield
Warehouse Campus includes three different buildings with a total of 830,000 square feet of
warehousing space and is served by Pioneer Valley Railroad, which interchanges daily with CSX and
Norfolk Southern. The Parkesburg location includes 900,000 square feet of space and is served by
Norfolk Southern main line.
“The protection and quality control offered by our indoor rail siding shelters product and brand from
potential weather related issues,” said Keary Mueller, COO of Pyle CSG (Customized Solutions Group).
“We insure the integrity of products upon arrival and throughout the unloading process into our
warehouses. As a result, claims are rare to non-existent with over 99.9% of all shipments arriving and
departing claim-free.”
The Pyle warehouse network is fully integrated with Pyle’s commercial transportation resources (1,000
power units and over 2,000 trailers) and Custom Dedicated and Fleet Management Solutions. Each
campus includes its own on-site customer service team and offers a WMS (Warehouse Management
System) so customers can continually monitor inventory and thru-put.
“Our warehouses and transportation resources give shippers more options for more efficient
distribution in the Northeast, offering visibility and predictability” said Keary Mueller. “Whether the
product is crossing North America by rail or by truck, or coming through one of many Northeast ports,
Pyle provides U.S., Canadian, and overseas shippers a secure and responsive solution for strategic
inventory positioning in the Northeast. Shippers rely upon Pyle warehouses for accuracy, faster order
processing, consistent transit times, and higher overall velocity.”
About A. Duie Pyle
A. Duie Pyle is the Northeast’s premier transportation and logistics provider with extended Less-ThanTruckload (LTL) service coverage through established partnerships into the Southeast, Midwest, Canada
and the Caribbean. A family-owned and operated business for more than 90 years, A. Duie Pyle provides
a complete range of integrated transportation and distribution services supported by 24 transportation

service centers and nine warehouses strategically located throughout the Northeast region. A. Duie
Pyle’s CSG (Customized Solutions Group) provides a variety of asset and non-asset based supply chain
solutions, including specialized truckload services through Pyle’s extensive transportation resources and
its Brokerage division. The Warehousing & Distribution Division consists of more than 2.2 million square
feet of public and contract warehousing space at nine locations in Delaware, Massachusetts, New Jersey
and Pennsylvania, supported by Pyle’s commercial transportation company as well as their dedicated
and quasi-dedicated fleet operations. A. Duie Pyle’s flexibility, depth of resources and diverse
capabilities enable Pyle customers to source and seamlessly integrate multiple supply chain solutions
with a single point of accountability.
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